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Preface 

 

“Life is a journey, and the road we travel has 
twists and turns which sometimes lead us to 

unexpected places and unexpected people. But 
in turn, it always leads us to our destination.” - 

Igwe Daniel Kelechi. 
 
The book "Cloud Computing and AWS 
Introduction" has received good reviews. 
Nonetheless, we realized that it would be 
better to publish a new book that focuses 
only on cloud computing, particularly for 
those who are only interested in learning 
about cloud computing. That being the case, 
we created this new book. In this book, we 
borrowed many chapters from the previous 
book and added some new topics such as 
OpEx and CapEx, cost-benefit analysis, 
cloud architecture key design principles. 
Furthermore, to make this book more 
interesting and help further understand the 



subject, we have also added many questions 
at the end of chapters and a final quiz 
section.   
  
New effort becomes smoother if someone 
can be asked for suggestions and input. I 
would like to thank you, Dr. Vimal Mishra, 
Director, IERT, Prayagraj, India, for being 
part of the journey of this book and 
providing input and suggestions about 
many topics in this book. 
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Introduction 

Take a chance! All life is a chance. The man who 
goes farthest is generally the one who is willing 

to do and dare. -- Dale Carnegie 
 

In the age of digital transformation, cloud 
computing is the essential digital technology 
driving innovation and improving efficiency 
in organizations' IT. Though organizations 
generally utilize public cloud providers such 
as AWS, Google Cloud, and Microsoft 
Azure, the underpinning technology is 
cloud computing. This makes a solid 
understanding of cloud computing 
extremely important irrespective of the 
utilization of public cloud providers or 
open-source cloud platforms such as 
CloudFoundry.   
 
This book is for students and professionals 
who would like to gain a solid 
understanding of cloud computing. This 



book covers almost all topics related to cloud 
computing. There are questions at the end of 
the chapters. And in the future, there is a 
final quiz that will help solidify the 
understanding of the subject. I hope you will 
find this book helpful in understanding 
cloud computing.   
  
A brief summary of what is included in each 
chapter is as follows.   
 
Chapter 1: What is Cloud Computing? The book starts with what cloud computing is and many 
different cloud computing related terms. By the end of the first chapter, we should have gained 
a good conceptual understanding of cloud computing, cloud services, cloud computing 
platforms, and cloud service providers.  
 
Chapter 2: Cloud Computing Service Categories The next chapter is about cloud computing 
service categories or cloud computing types.  In this chapter, we will learn about the different 
main cloud computing service types such as infrastructure-as-a-service, platform-as-a-service, 
and software-as-a-service.  
 
Additionally, we will also get an overview of some modern cloud computing types, such as data-
as-a-service (becoming a new paradigm to deliver data products), desktop-as-a-service, and 
function-as-a-service, which is getting popular nowadays in some business domains. 
  
Chapter 3: Cloud Computing Deployment Models The following chapter is about different 
cloud computing deployment models. Cloud computing deployment models mainly deal with 
the management and accessibility of computing resources.  
 
In this chapter, we will learn about each cloud computing deployment model such as public, 
private, hybrid, including community and multi-cloud. Finally, we will also understand 
multitenancy, which is a common term in cloud computing.  
 



Chapter 4: Virtualization, Virtual Machine, and Hypervisor The next chapter is about 
virtualization, virtual machines, and hypervisors.    
 
Chapter 5: Docker Introduction The next chapter is about Docker. This is a hands-on section. We 
will take a use case of running a web server using a docker container to understand Docker better. 
We will also learn many common docker commands from a DevOps perspective.  
 
Chapter 6: Serverless Computing The following chapter is about serverless computing. We will 
get a good understanding of serverless computing, which is getting popular nowadays.   
 
Learning serverless computing in cloud computing is essential nowadays with the inclusion of 
function-as-a-service components in most cloud-based modern architectures. In this chapter, we 
also learn about serverless stack, AWS serverless services, and other related serverless topics.  
 
Chapter 7: Cloud Applications Deployment Models The next chapter is about deploying 
applications on the cloud computing platform. This chapter is helpful if you are involved in a 
cloud migration or modernization project.  
 
Chapter 8: CapEx and OpEx The following chapter is about capital expenditure and operations 
expenditure in cloud computing environment.  
Chapter 9: Cloud Computing Advantages The following chapter is about the advantages of 
cloud computing.   
 
Chapter 10: Cost-Benefit Analysis This chapter is about cost-benefit analysis of moving to a 
cloud platform.  
 
Chapter 11: Cloud Architecture Key Design Principles The final chapter, in this chapter we will 
discuss key design principles when architecting solutions on cloud.  
 
You will also find references to YouTube videos at the end of chapters where we have related 
YouTube video(s).  These videos will further help in making learning easier. 
  
This was the introduction and high-level summary of what is covered in each chapter. Let's start 
with the first chapter: what is cloud computing? Happy learning! 

  
  



Chapter 1. What is Cloud Computing? 
"Every kid coming out of Harvard, every kid coming out of school now thinks he can 
be the next Mark Zuckerberg, and with these new technologies like cloud computing, 

he actually has a shot."   -- Marc Andreessen 

◆◆◆ 

AWS is a leading cloud provider -- according to the 2021 Gartner Magic Quadrant for Cloud 
Infrastructure & Platform Services -- with over a million customers of different types in around 
200 countries. Moreover, AWS or any cloud provider's underpinning architecture is based on 
cloud computing. Therefore, the first and most important learning is a solid foundational and 
conceptual understanding of cloud computing as a cloud practitioner.   
 
But before cloud computing, we will discuss some background, mainly traditional IT 
infrastructure, the reasoning, and motivation for the emergence of cloud computing.  Then, we 
will start with what cloud computing is. In addition, in this chapter, we will also learn about 
many cloud computing related terms such as cloud computing platform, cloud service, and cloud 
computing platform provider.   

Traditional IT infrastructure 
 

 
 
In the late 90s, with the dot com boom, we saw so many startups. Some of them have become big 
names now, such as Amazon Google. However, most of those startups have started from the so-
called garage. First, they started with a few servers. Then, as their user base started increasing, 
they needed more machines to scale up their business.   
 
Then, to handle the scalability issue, or in other words, to maintain system performance with the 
matching workload on the system, they moved their server infrastructure from garage to office, 
where they set up their servers in a so-called computer room or server room. That helped them 
overcome network bandwidth, power supply, and AC challenges when running the business 
with more servers.   
 
When the user base increased further, they needed to scale further again. To manage the 
scalability, issue this time, they moved their servers or IT infrastructure to data centers. These 
data centers have more computing resources, power, air conditioning, security, and other related 
things that run 24x7 operations of 100s or 1000s servers.  
 



But still, there are challenges and issues with data centers, and what are those? And is there a 
better solution for this?   
 

 
 
Let's talk about them. Depending on how much space you require for your servers, it costs a lot. 
And there are reasons for the cost as data centers provide 24 x 7 power supply, AC, maintenance, 
and security. So, it's obvious there will be a cost to all these services. 
 
There is limited space – each data centers have some limited capacity. Even though data centers 
have a vast area, the space is limited. If you need to upgrade servers or do some maintenance, 
you will have to go to the data center (in many cases) to have the part replaced or do an upgrade, 
etc. You also need to manage and maintain servers 24x7. There is a single point of failure. What 
if any natural disaster happens?  
 
So, the bigger general question is -- do we have a solution for all these challenges? Is there any 
other solution besides leveraging data centers for IT infrastructure? And the answer is:  Cloud 
Computing. So, let's start with cloud computing. 

What is Cloud Computing? 
 
Before understanding the term cloud computing, it is important to know about the word "cloud" 
as this is an interesting word in this term. Interestingly, the word "cloud" in the term cloud 
computing is not related to the literal cloud-- at all. Instead, the word "cloud" in cloud computing 

is a metaphor for the Internet.  Thus, cloud (as a metaphor for Internet) computing refers to 
Internet-based computing in which IT resources are delivered on-demand with pay-as-you-go 
pricing model. 
 
Let's talk about a formal definition of cloud computing. According to Special Publication SP 800 
– 145 [ Sept 2011, Peter Mell (NIST), Tim Grance (NIST)] from The National Institute of Standards 
and Technology (NIST) of the United States.  
 

Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access 
to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, 
applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal 



management effort or service provider interaction. This cloud model is composed of five 
essential characteristics, three service models, and four deployment models. 

 
There are some keywords to notice in the NIST definition of cloud computing. These are: on-
demand network access, shared pool of configurable computing resources, rapidly provisioned 
and released. On the other hand, in the traditional classic on-premises data center, the computing, 
storage, and network resources are bought, set up, and permanently configured by the customers 
in maximum capacity regardless of how much the actual need for help is. Depending on the 
business season, this resource allocation may be less. In that case, resources are wasted. However, 
there is also a possibility that the resources cannot meet demand. In that case, there is the chance 
of reducing service quality and the risk of losing customers because of quality concerns. There is 
no demand concept, sharing of the resource pool, and rapid on-demand provision in a classic on-
premises data center. Another important point to keep in mind is that cloud computing is 
predicated upon the idea of purchasing "services" based on the needs of customers -- on-demand 
-- and stop, close the service, or terminate when you are done with the usage. 
 
Using cloud computing, organizations (cloud computing providers) offer services such as virtual 
machines (compute resource that uses software instead of a physical computer), virtual storage 
(storage pool formed by combining multiple network storage devices), and many other types of 
software applications (or services) over the Internet. So, for example, if you would like to set up 
a Linux virtual machine, and if you have an account with a cloud provider, you can launch it 
within a few minutes – just by using the web browser. And start using the Linux VM as you 
would use any regular physical Linux machine, for example, setting up a web server, database, 
or any other regular use of Linux machine you do. 
 
In addition to virtual servers, cloud computing providers can also offer virtual storage. For 
example, if you need extra storage to store large collection of media files, you can use cloud 
computing provider's storage service to store them – very fast. You just need an account with the 
cloud provider and a web browser -- no need to shop around to buy the storage and waste 
additional time to set up the device, such as installing a driver before using the storage.   
 
On the other hand, using cloud computing, cloud computing users such as organizations can 
develop and offer software applications (for example, Gmail, Office365, Facebook) or other 
related services. 
 

 
 



In the above discussion, we learned about the term cloud computing, cloud computing 
providers, and cloud computing users. 

 
 

 
 

Based on the above discussion, we can see that to launch a virtual machine or get virtual 
storage, we only need an account with the cloud provider and a web browser. In other words, 
cloud computing offerings (the common term is services) are provided over the Internet. 
Nonetheless, in general, there is nothing special about hardware.  Cloud computing's 
underpinning hardware is the same type of physical server, storage, and network used in on-
prem datacenters. 
 
Then, the question comes how cloud computing differs from classic (non-cloud) computing. The 
main difference is that cloud computing uses cloud architecture. The cloud architecture enables 
technology components to combine to help build a cloud that can perform resource pooling 
through virtualization – running virtual machines as an abstraction layer over a physical 
machine. In other words, cloud architecture helps organize and consolidate massive hardware 
such as computing resources, storage, and network -- to form resource pooling – and make it 
available over the Internet. 
 
You may be thinking why there is so much talk about cloud computing. As you have noticed in 
the above discussion, cloud computing has many advantages. One aspect of the advantages is, 
though organizations have been developing, delivering, and managing software for many 
decades, cloud computing has made this process of developing, delivering, and managing 
software to end users -- globally --much faster and relatively cheaper (cheaper may not always 
be true). The reason is that hardware infrastructure, software tools, and other whole hosts of 
things required for software development, testing, and deployment can be easily and quickly 
acquired and set up very fast. Additionally, it could be less expensive --- cloud providers 
nowadays offer various pricing models. Though cloud computing has many advantages, it may 
not be appropriate for all use cases. Therefore, you will still need to do your homework if cloud 
computing is advantageous for your use case or organization. 

Cloud Computing Related Terms 
 
Before talking about cloud computing features, service models, deployment models, let's talk 
about some other cloud computing terms and roles as these terms and roles may be used later. 
It's better to be equipped with the knowledge of these cloud computing terms and cloud 
computing roles as these terms are used commonly in cloud computing talks and books. 
 



Cloud Computing Platform 

 

 
 
Now we know about the term cloud computing. There is another related term, cloud computing 
platform. The back-end system providing services is called a cloud computing platform. 
 

Cloud Services (Web Services) 

 
 
Another related term is cloud services -- also commonly called web services.  Services provided 
by the cloud computing platform are called cloud services, for example, Gmail, Office365.  
Cloud Services definition which is based on ISO/IEC 17788, "Cloud Computing – Overview and 
Vocabulary":  

One or more capabilities offered via cloud computing invoked using a defined interface. 

Cloud Computing Platform Provider 

 

 
We know the terms cloud computing, cloud computing platform, and cloud services (web 
services). Another related term to know is cloud computing platform provider. Cloud providers 
such as AWS, Google, Microsoft, IBM, Oracle, Salesforce, SAP, and others that provide cloud 
services from their cloud computing platform are called cloud computing platform providers 
(also commonly called cloud services providers or cloud providers). AWS, Google, Microsoft are 
the leading cloud computing platform providers.  
 
As a side note, sometimes you will notice that the word "computing" may be missing in some 
casual or informal discussion of cloud computing. For example, you might hear cloud service(s) 



as opposed to cloud computing service(s), cloud provider(s) as opposed to cloud computing 
provider(s), or cloud platform(s) as opposed to cloud computing platform(s).  But that doesn't 
change their semantics.  
 
Below some other cloud computing related terms and their definitions are given. These 
definitions are based on ISO/IEC 17788, "Cloud Computing – Overview and Vocabulary."  
Availability  

 
Property of being accessible and usable upon demand by an authorized entity.  
 

Confidentiality  

 
Property that information is not made available or disclosed to unauthorized individuals, entities, 
or processes  
 

Integrity  

 
Property of accuracy and completeness.  
  

Information Security  

 
Preservation of confidentiality, integrity, and availability of information.  In addition, other 
properties, such as authenticity, accountability, non-repudiation, and reliability can also be 
involved.  
 

Service Level Agreement (SLA)  

 
Documented agreement between the service provider and customer that identifies services and 
service targets. A service level agreement can also be established between the service provider 
and a supplier, an internal group or a customer acting as a supplier. A service level agreement 
can be included in a contract or another type of documented agreement.  
 

Cloud Application  

 
An application that does not reside or run on a user’s device, but rather is accessible via a network.  

 

Cloud Service Provider  

 
Party (Natural person or legal person, whether or not incorporated, or a group of either) which 
makes cloud services available.  
 

Cloud Service Customer  

 
Party (Natural person or legal person, whether or not incorporated, or a group of either) which 
is in a business relationship for the purpose of using cloud services. 
 



Cloud Service User  

 
Natural person, or entity acting on their behalf, associated with a cloud service customer that uses 
cloud services. Examples of such entities include devices and applications.  
 

Measured service     

 
Metered delivery of cloud services such that usage can be monitored, controlled, reported and 
billed.  
 

Tenant     

 
One or more cloud customers sharing access to a pool of resources.  
 

Multi-tenancy     

 
Allocation of physical or virtual resources such that multiple tenants and their computations and 
data are isolated from and inaccessible to one another. We will talk about multi-tenancy in 
another chapter in some detail.  

 

On-demand Self-service     
 
Feature where a cloud service customer can provision computing capabilities, as needed, 
automatically or with minimal interaction with the cloud service provider.  

 

Resource pooling     

 
Aggregation of a cloud service provider's physical or virtual resources to serve one or more cloud 
service customers. 

Cloud Computing Key Features 
 
Let's talk about key features or characteristics of a cloud computing platform. On-demand 
service, network access, resource pooling, elasticity, metered service, multitenancy, availability, 
and scalability are the key features of cloud computing. Let's discuss each of these features in a 
little detail. 
 

On-demand Service  
 



 
 
Offering cloud services on-demand by cloud providers to its customers is one of the key features 
of cloud computing. The most common mechanism to offer on-demand service is Web UI. This 
is not the only way; the other ways are APIs, Command Line Interface (CLI), and programmatic 
way such as using SDK. If you take example of AWS, AWS users can launch services from using 
Web UI, AWS API, AWS CLI, and AWS SDK.  
 

Network Access  

 

 
 
Network access, more specifically Internet access, is another key feature of cloud computing.  In 
another word, cloud provider must offer services over the Internet to be called as true cloud 
provider.  
 

Resource Pooling  

 
Another key feature of cloud computing is resource pooling. In fact, main driver for innovation 
of cloud computing was how to efficiently utilize vast pool of idle resources and generate 
business model of it. Cloud providers create resource pool of compute, storage, and network 
resource of difference types, shapes, and sizes and provide suffering offerings from the resource 
pool based on what has been requested.  The beauty of this when the resource is released from 
the customer, it goes back to the resource pool and ready to be served to another customer. 
 

Elasticity 

 
In cloud computing, you will come across the term elastic a lot. For example, AWS has many 
services that include the term elastic in its name, for example, Elastic Compute Cloud, Elastic 
Load Balancer, Elastic Block Storage, Elastic MapReduce.  
 
The term elastic in cloud computing is sort of analogous to an elastic band. You can stretch an 
elastic band size beyond its rest state; and when you let it go, it will come back to its resting size. 



This elastic concept -- going back to its resting size when we let it go from its stretched state -- is 
extremely useful in cloud computing.  
 

 
 
Let's take an example to understand the term elastic as it relates to cloud computing on AWS. The 
hypothetical use case is related to setting up a scalable web server. We set up the webserver with 
a minimum of 3, and a maximum of 6 EC2 instances. Each EC2 instance will be launched using a 
custom AMI to launch Apache webserver. We have also configured AWS Elastic Load Balancer 
to launch additional EC2 instances if CPU utilization for an EC2 instance reaches above 70% on 
AWS Cloud Watch – maximum up to six instances. And terminate the EC2 instance when the 
CPU utilization comes down to less than 70% -- minimum up to three instances. As you can see, 
we have set up a scalable and -- elastic -- web server.  
 

Metered Service  

 
Metered Service is very important feature of cloud computing. This concept is very similar to 
what we have already experienced such as paying for gas utility bill based on number of units of 
energy consumed or parking meter bill based on vehicle parking time. There are many examples 
of metered service in our daily life.  The metered service of cloud computing is one of key drivers 
that cloud computing is so popular today in technology – you pay what you use, how much you 
use.   
 
 

 
Let's try to understand with a concrete example of metered service in cloud computing. Say you 
need around 3TB storage to store some videos for a month – may be to share with your friends 
or relatives or may by trying out some new business model. Let's first see how we can do it 
without leveraging a cloud computing solution. We would try to find out some machine which 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/coachclub/6055453593/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/


has 3TB space available and then upload videos on this server and then we need to also make 
sure to have this machine be available on Internet. Sounds easy, technically – right?   
 
How much would it cost? It depends how much is your rate and billable hour. Of course, in real 
life you are not going to calculate it – but there is hidden cost to doing all this setup. In some 
cases, you may not have the hardware, or have the hardware but not have the storage space. 
There is also possibility that you may have Internet connectivity issue. You get the idea that to 
get just 3TB storage space to share your videos with your friends and relatives sounds a bit of 
involved work technically.   
 
Now let's see how easy how easy to setup this use case on cloud. We will consider AWS storage 
service S3 (you will learn later about S3). So, the question is how you would set up this use case. 
You register with AWS if you have. Once you have an account with AWS, you find S3 service, 
create a bucket and upload all your videos on the bucket. You will get an URL which you can 
share with your friends.  You pay based on how long you have videos on the S3 and what was 
the size and what was AWS pricing – usually it is in per GB / month.  
 
With metered service feature you pay for the cloud services based on your usage and pricing for 
the usage. This is very attractive feature of cloud as it saves lots cost in many use cases for almost 
all type of organizations and individuals who are trying out or learning cloud.  
 

Multitenancy  

 

 
 
Multitenancy is another key feature of cloud computing. Let's understand this feature in a little 
detail.   
  
What is Multitenancy? Multitenancy is a software architecture where an instance of a single 
software can be used by multiple end-users or multiple distinct user groups. SaaS software, such 
as Salesforce, Google Gmail, Microsoft Office 365, TurboTax are typical examples of multi-
tenancy.  
 
Let's see what single tenancy is. This will further solidify understanding about multitenancy.  
 



As the name suggests, it is the opposite of multitenancy. In a single tenant, each end-user or each 
group of users uses its software instance. There are plenty of examples. Let’s take an example of 
tax software, for instance, TurboTax software has its SaaS version. They also have their old classic 
desktop version, which you can buy and install and use as a single user or single tenant. The 
typing software can be another example. There are many SaaS software to practice typing, but 
you can also purchase a single-tenant desktop version of typing software.  
 
The multitenancy concept is not new. In the mainframe era, which was around the 1960s. At that 
time to share mainframe computing resources among multiple users, timeshare software was 
used. Cloud computing now uses the same multitenancy idea to allow sharing of computing 
resources – particularly in the public cloud computing deployment model.  The pool of 
computing resources – processing power and memory – is divided among multiple users or 
multitenant in the public cloud.  This multitenancy is at the server level.  
 
Multitenancy saves cost and enables flexibility. With respect to saving cost advantage, the reason 
is apparent. Since the computing resources are consolidated and shared among multiple users or 
clients, this sharing helps keep costs lower for individual users in a multitenant environment. For 
example, if you are using the TurboTax SaaS version, instead of TurboTax Desktop or single-
tenant version, using the SaaS version software for tax filing is much cheaper than buying the 
TurboTax desktop single-tenant software.  Another advantage of multitenancy is that it enables 
flexibility. As we know, doing estimation is a challenging exercise. If you over-provision, the cost 
will go high. On the other hand, if you under-provision, then your output would suffer. But in a 
multitenant environment, you only pay for what you use.  Also, you would be free to manage the 
resources such as applying a patch, securing as the provider takes care of resource management.  
 

Availability 
 

First, let's understand availability and reliability. Availability is a measure of the percentage of 
the time the system is in operable condition. On the other hand, reliability measures how long 
the system performs its intended function without breaking it down. 
 
Say you have a machine that shuts down once in one hour, and it's down for 6 min before starting 
to become operable again. In that case, the machine availability is (60 - 6) / 60 = 90%; and it has 
the reliability of 1 hour because it can go down once within an hour. If the machine or software 
goes down but comes back immediately by rebooting or restarting itself, it can be considered 
highly available. 
 
Just keep this in mind. A reliable system has high availability, but an available system may not 
be reliable.  
 

Scalability 
 



 
 
Scalability is the other important attribute in cloud computing. Scalability is a crucial quality 
attribute to pay attention to about software, particularly more in cloud computing, where request 
load is uneven much of the time. 
 
Having said this, what is scalability in software?  Scalability in software refers to the quality 
attribute of the software that measures the system's ability to perform as the load or the number 
of requests increases.  If the software performs without degradation of its performance as stated 
in its service level agreement, then it is considered scalable. On the other hand, if the system 
performance is impacted negatively, it is called a non-scalable system. 
 
If we didn't manage scalability, the performance of the software would degrade if the load on the 
system increased. For example, suppose we deployed a simple e-commerce web application on a 
machine with 2x CPUs with 8 GB RAM. Say the application can handle 100 concurrent requests 
per second. Suppose due to some deal, the traffic on the system has increased. If we didn't manage 
the increase in the request, the application's performance would degrade – which means the 
system will start to behave poorly as it needs to process more than 100 concurrent requests per 
second. This could cause the CPU / RAM/ IO utilization to reach its maximum limit.  As a result, 
the system would stop processing any further requests. This type of system can be called non-

scalable. 
 
The next obvious question is how to maintain the same performance or make the system scalable. 
For example, how to make the web application, in the example, scalable to process more than 100 
concurrent requests per second without degradation in performance. 
 
There are two approaches to managing software scalability: horizontal scalability and vertical 
scalability. 
 
To make a system vertical scalable, we replace the existing system with a higher configuration 
system or increase the existing system RAM, CPU, and HDD.  To manage the scalability of the 
software using the horizontal scalability, instead of increasing the system resources or migrating 
the software on a server which is more powerful in terms of RAM, storage, or clock speed, we 
distribute the requests on multiple servers to maintain the software performance. 
 

Vertical Scalability 
 



To make a system vertical scalable, we replace the existing system with a higher configuration 
system or increase the existing system RAM, CPU, and HDD. 
 
   

 
 
Let's understand vertical scalability with an example, as shown in the picture above. We have 
deployed a simple e-commerce web application on a machine with 2xCPUs with 8 GB RAM and 
a hard disk of 1 TB. The application can handle 100 concurrent requests per second.  
 

 
 
Now suppose that the number of concurrent requests has increased during some time of the day 
on some special days. This is causing performance issues such as orders are not fulfilling, the 
customers are leaving the site and going to the competitor, or we are getting too many customers' 
support calls.  
 

 
 
To make the system horizontally scalable, we can increase RAM, increase the CPU clock speed, 
or increase HDD capacity depending on the performance analysis.  
 



 
 
In summary, to make a system horizontally scalable, we increase the system's capacity on which 
the software is running. Or we can migrate the software to an entirely new machine that is more 
powerful in terms of CPU, RAM, or HDD – as you can notice in the picture, for example. 
 
Making the system scalable by applying the vertical scalability technique was a typical pattern 
before the inclusion of stateless web services in modern software architecture.  
 

Horizontal Scalability 

 
 
To manage the scalability of the software using the horizontal scalability, instead of increasing 
the system resources or migrating the software on a server, we distribute the requests on 
multiple servers to maintain the software performance. For example, in the use case which we 
are considering as an example, we have deployed a simple e-commerce web application on a 
machine with 2x CPUs with 8 GB RAM, and the application can handle 100 concurrent requests 
per second. 
 

 
 



Say if the number of requests is increasing and we need to manage the scalability using the 
horizontal scalability, we can deploy the web application on, for example, three separate 
machines of the same type and front it with another device -- called load balancer.  
 
The load balancer will distribute the requests -- depending on the type of load balancer -- on all 
the machines; thus, we can maintain the system performance when the load increases.   

 
 
In other words, in a horizontally scalable solution, the software is deployed on multiple servers. 
And the request will be handled depending on the load of the servers and the type of load 
balancer.  In other words, a single server will not be flooded with all the new requests as requests 
are distributed among the assigned servers by the load balancer, thus maintaining the system's 
expected performance.  
 
References:  

 
list of top cloud providers: 
https://www.zdnet.com/article/the-top-cloud-providers-of-2021-aws-microsoft-azure-google-cloud-
hybrid-saas/ 

 

Related YouTube Video 

What is Cloud Computing: https://youtu.be/Ir7oo_S_3jo 
 

Chapter Review Questions 
 
For the questions given below, please mark them if they are true or false.   
 

1. The word "cloud" in cloud computing is used as a metaphor for "the Internet."   True / False   
 
2. The term "cloud computing" refers to Internet-based computing. True / False   
 
3. Cloud computing is essentially about providing cloud services over the Internet. True / False   
 
4. The cloud architecture enables cloud providers to organize and consolidate massive hardware, 
such as computing resources, storage, network, and software, to make it available over the 
Internet. True / False   

https://www.zdnet.com/article/the-top-cloud-providers-of-2021-aws-microsoft-azure-google-cloud-hybrid-saas/
https://www.zdnet.com/article/the-top-cloud-providers-of-2021-aws-microsoft-azure-google-cloud-hybrid-saas/
https://youtu.be/Ir7oo_S_3jo


 
5. AWS, Google, and Microsoft are also cloud providers because they provide public cloud 
services. True / False   
 
6. The back-end system which is providing cloud services is called a "cloud computing platform." 
True / False   
 
7. Availability and Reliability are the same concept just two different names.  True/ False   
 
8. An elastic system adds or removes resources based how it has been configured. True / False   
 
9. Multitenancy is a feature of cloud computing platform, which enables more than user to access 
the software deployed on the cloud concurrently.  True / False  
 
Please select the correct answer from the given choices for the questions below. 

  
10. What is cloud computing?  
 

a. Cloud computing means providing virtual servers over the Internet.  
b. Cloud computing means providing virtual storage over the Internet.  
c. Cloud computing means providing software as a service over the Internet  
d. All the above  

  
11. Which of the following options is the feature of cloud computing? 
 

a. Metered billing model  
b. On-demand service  
c. Scalability  
d. All the above  

  
12. Which of the following organizations is not a cloud service provider? 
 

a. Google  
b. Apple  
c. Microsoft  
d. Amazon  

  
13. Which of the following statements is true?  
 

a. Cloud computing and distributed computing are the same terms – two different names.  
b. Cloud computing and distributed computing are not related concepts at all.  
c. Cloud computing is conceptually distributed computing.  
d. All distributed applications are based on cloud computing.  

  
14. Which of the following statements is correct about cloud computing?  
 

a. The word "cloud" in cloud computing is a metaphor.  



b. Cloud computing providers provide services over the Internet. 
c. Cloud computing abstracts out systems by pooling the shared resources.  
d. All of the above  

  
15. Which of the following statements is not correct?  
 

a. Cloud computing can be a good choice for applications having highly scalable 
requirements.   

b. Cloud computing can be a good choice for applications in need of reducing costs on their 
IT infrastructure.  

c. Applications having strong low-latency, security, audit, and regulatory SLA can be the 
right fit for cloud computing.  

d. Cloud computing can be a good choice for applications having high availability 
requirements.   

  
16. Which of the following options about architecture is not related to cloud computing?  
 

a. Micro-Services  
b. Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA)  
c. Monolith  
d. None of them  

  
17. Which of the following statements is true about cloud computing?  
 

a. cloud computing provides virtual servers  
b. cloud computing helps to get rid of on-prem data centers for computing needs  
c. cloud computing helps cut costs on maintenance staff for 24x7 operations  
d. all the above  

  
18. Which of the following options is correct to make a system horizontally scalable? 
 

a. Increase size of hard disk  
b. Increase RAM size   
c. Increase CPU clock speed  
d. Add an additional server in the cluster 

 
19. Which of the following options is correct to make a system vertically scalable? 
 

a. Increase RAM size  
b. Increase CPU clock speed  
c. Increase size of disk  
d. All of them  

 
 20. Which of the following options is the advantage of a flexible pricing model in cloud 
computing?  
 

a. The flexible pricing model helps customer to get unlimited bandwidth.  



b. The flexible pricing model enables customers to pay for what they use.  
c. The flexible pricing model enables customers get storage free but will be changed for 

virtual servers.  
d. The flexible pricing model enables customers to dynamically add resources when the 

resources are needed without any extra charge.  
  
21. Which of the following statements is correct with respect to a use case of cloud computing? 

a. A company has several hundreds of documents that need to be indexed in a few minutes.  
b. A company needs a CRM solution as its customer base is increasing and it would like to 

provide the best customer service to its customers. However, it doesn't have time to build 
its home-grown solution for CRM as they don't have the resource and time for it.  

c. A company engineering team needs servers to try out some POC type of work for 2-4 
weeks. The servers are needed -- lay idle -- when POC is complete.  

d. all of them  
  
22. Cloud computing environments can be of both types either multi-tenant or single-tenant -- 
though the multi-tenant type of cloud computing environment is more common. Which of the 
following options is an advantage of a multi-tenant cloud computing environment over a single-
tenant cloud computing environment?   
 

a. enhanced data security  
b. faster performance  
c. cost savings  
d. all of them  

  
23.  Which of the following SaaS software is a multi-tenant type?  
 

a. Microsoft Office 365  
b. Facebook  
c. Gmail  
d. all of them  

  
24. Which of the following statements is not correct?  
 

a. Cloud computing can be a good choice for applications having highly scalable 
requirements.   

b. Cloud computing can be a good choice for applications in need of reducing costs on their 
IT infrastructure.  

c. Applications having strong low-latency, security, audit, and regulatory SLA can be the 
right fit for cloud computing.  

d. Cloud computing can be a good choice for applications having high availability 
requirements.   

  
25. A startup company has developed a web application that is doing extremely well with local 
customers. Looking at the popularity of the software, the company is thinking of rollout this 
application worldwide. The company engineering president is thinking to deploy this application 
on a cloud computing platform. Which of the following attributes of cloud computing is helpful 



to decide if cloud computing is the right choice for deploying the application on the cloud 
platform? 
 

a. Availability  
b. Scalability  
c. Flexible pricing such as pay-as-you-go or metered pricing model  
d. All the above   
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